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BPCS.enable

by TRADEPAQ
provides enterprises running BPCS
CD, CD Euro (4.05) and Plant
Maintenance with the ability to protect and enhance their investment in
BPCS (Business Planning and
Control System) by integrating ecommerce into their business practices (i.e. collaborative commerce,

e-procurement, business intelligence
and
Customer
Relationship
Management (CRM) capabilities).
Thus, they can assume the productivity gains, profitability increases
and competitive advantages brought
about by e-commerce.
TRADEPAQ has been an SSA partner for over six years,

working worldwide with all versions
of BPCS. By helping to expedite
deliveries, eliminate errors and
reduce response times, we help our
clients improve interactions with
their business partners, whether customers, vendors, or employees. For
optimum client support, TRADEPAQ
has office locations on six

continents, a library of 200+ prebuilt templates mapped to BPCS
and documents in over 22 languages. To learn more, please contact us at: info@tradepaq.com.
info@tradepaq.com

BPCS.enable is designed to web-enable any BPCS green screen application. Once enabled, enterprises can communicate information via the Internet, an
intranet, and wireless handheld systems. TRADEPAQ's solutions provide a facilitated conversion to the web with the use of our pre-built screen templates,
intelligent workflows, and scripting capability. Customizable screens support the unique requirements of clients, while automated workflows provide the ability to bypass screens, and point-and-click capability deliver the correct information instantaneously-for true on-demand information..
Combine
Screens

Link Multiple
Applications

Run Scripts

Build Macros
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Image Links
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HTML

Why BPCS.enable?
Leverage your existing infrastructure
- Bolt-on product
- Modernize existing applications at
minimal cost
- Navigate information via point &
click
Web-enabling solution
- Open up to the Internet
- Open communication with your
customers

WIRELESS
(WML)

BPCS.Enable
- Order
- Re-order
- Inventory
- Inquiries
- Shipping Information

JAVA
APPLET
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